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ABSTRACT: The signal decay with increasingb-factor at fixed echo time from brain tissuein vivohas been measured
using a line scan Stejskal–Tanner spin echo diffusion approach in eight healthy adult volunteers. The use of a 175 ms
echo time and maximum gradient strengths of 10 mT/m allowed 64b-factors to be sampled, ranging from 5 to 6000 s/
mm2, a maximum some three times larger than that typically used for diffusion imaging. The signal decay withb-
factor over this extended range showed a decidedly non-exponential behavior well-suited to biexponential modeling.
Statistical analyses of the fitted biexponential parameters from over 125 brain voxels (15� 15� 1 mm3 volume) per
volunteer yielded a mean volume fraction of 0.74 which decayed with a typical apparent diffusion coefficient around
1.4mm2/ms. The remaining fraction had an apparent diffusion coefficient of approximately 0.25mm2/ms. Simple
models which might explain the non-exponential behavior, such as intra- and extracellular water compartmentation
with slow exchange, appear inadequate for a complete description. For typical diffusion imaging withb-factors below
2000 s/mm2, the standard model of monoexponential signal decay withb-factor, apparent diffusion coefficient values
around 0.7mm2/ms, and a sensitivity to diffusion gradient direction may appear appropriate. Over a more extended
but readily accessibleb-factor range, however, the complexity of brain signal decay withb-factor increases, offering a
greater parametrization of the water diffusion process for tissue characterization. Copyright 1999 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Diffusion imaging for neuroradiologic evaluation of
stroke has attained significant clinical relevance.1–10

The ability to explore anisotropic diffusion of water due
to fiber orientation in brain or muscle11–15has also driven
the development and application of diffusion imaging
techniques. Several microscopic models of how water
molecules move within tissue have been forwarded to
describe research and clinical findings in diffusion
imaging. For instance, the separation of perfusive
motions in the microvasculature from “Brownian”
motion within the non-vascular extra- and intracellular
water compartments has been proposed based on the
difference in their relative apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) values.16–18Most practitioners, however, employ

a simpler model in which a single ADC of brain water
dominates. The sensitivity of this ADC value to the
direction of the diffusion sensitization gradient in some
parts of the brain is well recognized and attributed to
anisotropic diffusion along myelinated axons in the white
matter. With this “standard” model, a single two-pointb-
factor measurement for six different diffusion sensitiza-
tion directions suffices to yield a theoretically complete
description of the full diffusion tensor for each voxel
sampled.12,13 Within the framework of the standard
model, the use of multipleb-factor measurements along
any given direction would only serve to improve the
precision of the measurement while not adding to the
overall information content.

In this work, using a 1.5 T imaging system with con-
ventional gradient hardware, the validity of the ‘standard’
model for human brain is testedin vivo by making
multipleb-factor measurements over a much larger range
than that typically used for routine diffusion imaging.
The study was motivated in part by recent work from
Niendorf et al.,19 who reported a departure from purely
monoexponential signal decay in rat brain using a 4.7 T
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magnet equipped with large gradient capabilities. We
demonstrate that similar behavior in human brains is
observable with standard 1.5 T clinical systems and
report what may be classified as a second apparent
diffusion component of the signal decay at largeb-
factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Scanning was performed with a 1.5 T Signa scanner
(General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI)
operating at the 5.4 hardware/software configuration
using the standard head quadrature coil. From a set of
15 mm thick axialT1-weighted images (TR/TE= 500/
20), a supratentorial slice was selected at approximately
the level of the putamen. A 225 mm2 cross-sectional
column extending left-to-right and passing through
cortex, subcortical white matter, external capsule, puta-
men, internal capsule and thalamus at the level of the
third ventricle was then chosen for interrogation. The
location of the selected column was confirmed by
imaging the selected plane with a rapid scout sequence
preceded by a saturation pulse outlining the selected
tissue column, as described previously.20 Diffusion
measurements of the tissue column were performed with
an inner volume spin-echo sequence similar to that
described by Chenevertet al.21,22 Mutually orthogonal
slice selective excitation and refocusing pulses were used
to solicit an echo from the intersection of the two slices.
Standard frequency encoding was performed for along-
column spatial mapping, allowing a one-dimensional
image of the column to be generated each repetition time
TR. Unless otherwise specified, a receiver bandwidth of
16 kHz and 256 frequency encoding steps were used to
sample the echo to obtain an along column spatial
resolution of approximately 1 mm. Most studies utilized
15 mm thick slice selection pulses so that minimal voxel
sizes were 15� 15� 1 mm3. A long echo time of 175 ms
was employed to accommodate heavy diffusion weight-
ing with long duration Stejskal–Tanner pulsed field
gradients placed about the refocusing pulse.23 Unless
otherwise stated, all three gradient axes were used for
diffusion sensitization in a (1,1,1) configuration. The
amplitude,G, of the diffusion gradient was incremented
everyTRperiod to cover a wide range ofb-factors from 5
to 6000 s/mm2 in 64 equal steps. Theb-factor was
calculated through the standard relation

b� 3��G�2��ÿ �=3� �1�
where� is the duration of each diffusion gradient lobe
andD the times between their leading edges, which in our
experiments were 79.6 and 82.9 ms. In one set of
experiments, theb-factor range was reduced to cover
5–2000 s/mm2 by using only one gradient direction,x, y
or z, for diffusion sensitization.

With a 4 sTR to minimize T1-saturation effects, an
image consisting of 64 lines, each being a magnitude one-
dimensional map of the column at a differentb-factor,
was generated in 4 min 18 s. A total of eight healthy adult
volunteers were studied in this manner. Three glass vials
containing ethanol, isopropanol and saline, respectively,
were placed in a row and scanned in the same manner as
the volunteers.

Additional studies with a 3 mM NiCl2 doped solution
in a spherical phantom were performed to assess the
influence of cross-terms from imaging gradients on
diffusion measurements and to assess signal-to-noise
properties. Column thicknesses of 15� 15 mm2 and
10� 10 mm2, with refocusing lobes placed immediately
after the 90° pulses, were tested using slice select
gradient strengths of 1.8 and 2.6 mT/m, respectively. For
each slice thickness, three pairs of receiver bandwith (in
kHz) and number of frequency encoding steps were
tested. These were 16/256, 8/128 and 4/64, all keeping
the same echo readout duration of 8 ms, but with
decreasing readout and pre-readout gradient strengths of
3.13, 1.56 and 0.78 mT/m, respectively, with the pre-
readout applied during the 90°–180° interval. Diffusion
coefficients of water (Dwater) were calculated from the
signal decay withb-factor using a monoexponential
function of the form:

S� Aexp�ÿbDwater� � B �2�
whereA is the extrapolated amplitude atb = 0 andB is the
positive baseline noise value in magnitude calculated
data24 as measured from a large region-of-interest outside
the phantom. An experimental measure of signal-to-noise
(S/N) was calculated fromA/B and used to test the
following proportionality relation for S/N derived from
standard considerations25 adjusted for this particular
imaging mode:

S/N/ �FOV� � �slice thickness�2=��bandwidth�
� �no. of frequency encodes��1=2 �3�

where FOV in this case is the length of the column.
To assess partial volume averaging effects, an addi-

tional study on one volunteer was performed with 10 mm
thick slice selective pulses to sample a deep gray matter
structure, the putamen, with minimal contributions from
other structures. The tissue column was positioned using
a set of 3 mm thick contiguous slices in the axial plane
acquired with aT2-weighted fast spin-echo sequence.
These images allowed for the placement of the 10�
10 mm2 column in a manner which ensured minimal
partial volume averaging effects for diffusion measure-
ments from the putamen using a 0.4 ml volume.

Data analysis was performed off-line with Sun work-
stations using Matlab software (The Math Works Inc.,
Natick, MA). A non-linear least squares Marquardt
algorithm was employed to fit brain signal intensity
decay withb-factor from approximately 125 brain voxels
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per individual to a biexponential function of the form

S� A1 exp�ÿD1b� � A2 exp�ÿD2b� �4�
Here,A1, A2 andD1, D2 are the amplitudes and apparent
diffusion coefficients, respectively, of the diffusion
induced signal attenuation for the two components in
this model. The first twob-factors were excluded from
the analyses to avoid contamination from any “perfusion”
or cerebrospinal fluid component with very high ADC
values unrepresentative of pure brain tissue.16,17 At-
tempts to fit brain signal decay curves with monoexpo-
nential functions over theb-factor range 195–6000 s/
mm2 led to w2 values over an order of magnitude larger
than those obtained from biexponential fits. Triexponen-
tial fitting functions over thisb-factor range yielded
unstable parametrization with no significant decrease in
w2 values compared with those obtained from biexpo-
nential fits. In contrast, for all three liquids studied,
attempts to fit signal intensity vsb-factor with other than
the monoexponential function of eq. (2) were unwar-
ranted.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a semi-log plot of signal decay with
increasingb-factor for isopropanol, ethanol and isotonic
water phantoms using the same imaging gradients
employed for thein vivo brain studies of the eight
healthy adult volunteers. The lack of any noticeable
curvature in these plots for signal intensities above

baseline noise levels demonstrates that in simple iso-
tropically diffusing solutions, the purely monoexponen-
tial signal decay expected is indeed observed. No
curvature or departure from a straight line is observed
until baseline noise values are reached, as seen par-
ticularly for the water signal at highb-factors due to its
relatively large diffusion coefficient compared with the
other substances. The diffusion coefficients obtained
from the slopes of the decay curves in Fig. 1 were
0.44mm2/ms (isopropanol), 0.95mm2/ms (ethanol), and
1.95mm2/ms (saline), which are in good agreement with
literature values.19

Signal decay curves extracted from the more extensive
phantom testing performed with the NiCl2 doped water
phantom at variable imaging gradient parameters are
provided in Fig. 2. Each of these decay curves achieves
baseline noise values at largeb-factors due to the high
diffusion coefficient of water. Fits to the data using eq.
(2), which included measured baseline noise values, are
shown as solid lines in the figure. For signal values above
the baseline noise, changing the slice thicknesses of the
excitation and refocussing pulses from 15 to 10 mm
resulted in signal decreases of approximately 64%, as
predicted by eq. (3). Changing the bandwidth/no. of
frequency encode steps primarily affected the baseline
noise values, in a manner completely consistent with eq.
(3). The mean diffusion coefficient from all six
measurements was 2.02� 0.10 with a difference of less
than 15% between the highest and lowest recorded
values, indicating only minor effects on diffusion
measurement from image gradient cross-term contribu-
tions to theb-factor unaccounted for by eq. (1). Table 1

Figure 1. Signal decay with b-factor from three different phantoms contain-
ing isopropanol, ethanol and isotonic water. The decays are clearly mono-
exponential with slopes yielding diffusion coef®cients in agreement with
literature values19
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summarizes the results from this phantom experiment
and includes a comparison of experimentally measured
signal-to-noise values with those predicted by eq. (3).

There is an excellent correspondence between experi-
mental and predicted signal-to-noise values with a linear
regression analysis yielding a correlation coefficient
greater than 0.99.

Figure 3(a) shows aT1-weighted axial brain image
with the left-to-right tissue column targeted for inter-
rogation outlined by the horizontal white bars. Figure
3(b) shows this tissue column as a function ofb-factor for
values ranging from 5 to 6000 s/mm2 in steps of
approximately 95 s/mm2. The vertical axis is ascending
b-factor from top to bottom. Note the sustained signal
with b-factor from lipid signal in the scalp attributed to
the very low diffusion coefficient of triglycerides. Also,
in the central regions of the brain corresponding to
internal capsule, a sustained signal at largeb-factors is
observed. Typical plots of signal decay with increasingb-
factor from 15� 15� 2 mm3 voxels in the internal
capsule, the cortex, and the scalp are shown in Fig. 4.
A marked curvature on these semi-log plots for the brain
tissue voxels is indicative of non-monoexponential
behavior. The solid lines through the brain data are fits
to the biexponential function given in eq. (4). A
monoexponential fit is shown as a solid line through the
signal decay from the scalp voxel, whose signal is
attributed to lipids in the form of methylene and methyl
protons.

Figure 5 shows results from fitting all the brain voxels
in one volunteer with the biexponential function. Shown
is the original data (top), and in descending order the

Figure 2. Signal decay with b-factor from a lightly doped water phantom
acquired with different imaging parameters (see text for details). Diffusion
coef®cients and signal-to-noise properties extracted from the solid line ®ts
using a monoexponential with baseline noise model are given in Table 1.
The lack of any signi®cant deviation in measured ADC with changes in
slice select and/or read gradient amplitudes indicates the minimal
in¯uence of cross-term effects from imaging gradients to the diffusion
measurement

Table 1. Results from NiCl2 phantom experiments with
variable image gradient settings as obtained from
diffusion analyses based on eqs (2) and (3). Sequences
I±III utilized 15� 15 mm2 tissue column cross-sections
with bandwidth/no of frequency encode settings of
16/256, 8/128 and 4/64, respectively, with bandwidth
reported in kHz. Sequences IV±VI utilized 10� 10 mm2

tissue column cross-sections with bandwidth/no of
frequency encode settings of 16/256, 8/128 and 4/64,
respectively. The b-factor range as calculated from eq.
(1) with only the diffusion sensitizing gradients
considered was 5±6000 s/mm2, as with the brain
studies. Only minor variations in the diffusion coef®-
cient are observed as the imaging gradient parameters
vary, indicating little in¯uence of cross-terms on
diffusion measurement. The signal-to-noise ratios
reported experimentally as A/Bexpt are in good agree-
ment with those predicted as S/Npred

A D (mm2/ms) B A/Bexpt S/Npred

I 5297 2.00 87 61 61a

II 5481 1.97 45 122 122
III 5584 1.96 24 233 244
IV 2416 2.23 85 28 27
V 2396 2.00 45 53 54
VI 2453 1.97 24 102 108

a This was an assumed agreement withA/Bexpt from which the
remainingS/Npred values were calculated using eq. (3).
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parametersD1, D2 and the fraction of the fast ADC
componentA1/(A1�A2) as functions of position along the
brain tissue column. Similar fitting for over 125 brain
voxels for each volunteer yielded means and standard
deviations for the biexponential parameters, which are
compiled in Table 2. The bottom row in the table
provides inter-individual means and standard deviations
of these parameters using data from all eight volunteers.
These parameters from global brain tissue suggest that
over ab-factor range of 195–6000 s/mm2, some 74% of
the water is associated with a fast diffusion coefficient
typical of previously reported values, while 26% is
associated with a much slower diffusion coefficient.
Regional differences were observed from different brain
areas along the column, however. Measurements made
from the internal capsule, identified as the central streaks
in Fig. 3(b), yielded a significantly lower inter-individual
mean volume fraction for the fast ADC component of
0.59� 0.09 compared with a value of 0.76� 0.07
measured in cortical gray matter (N = 8).

Although the signal from methylene and methyl
protons of lipid in subcutaneous fat and the scalp showed
very little decay withb-factor, the extended range ofb-
factors resulted in the measurement of a consistent
negative slope from semi-log plots of lipid signal, as seen
in Fig. 4. Thus we report an estimate of the lipid diffusion
coefficient in the scalp, obtained by pooling the data from
all eight volunteers, as 0.053� 0.02mm2/ms (mean�
SD). This is some 26 times smaller than the fast ADC
value obtained for brain water but only five times smaller
than the slow ADC value obtained from the second
component in the biexponential fits to brain water signal
decay (Table 2).

A detailed study of brain signal intensity with
increasingb-factor over the smaller but clinically more
typicalb-factor range of 5–2000 s/mm2 was performed in
one volunteer in addition to the study made in the 5–6000
s/mm2 range at the sameTE, but using all three gradient
axes. Constraining the maximumb value to 2000 s/mm2

allowed for the use of only one gradient axis for diffusion
sensitization so that individual data sets could be
acquired with diffusion sensitization along thex, y and
zaxes separately. Figure 6 shows brain signal decays with
b-factor as taken from 0.45 ml voxels in the cortex and in
the internal capsule, respectively, with diffusion sensiti-
zation along each axis separately. None of these six decay
curves display any remarkable curvature in the semi-log
plots over thisb-factor range and so they were fit with
monoexponential decay functions, shown as solid lines.
Data from the cortex showed minimal sensitivity to the
direction of the diffusion sensitizing gradient with an
average ADC trace value of 0.75� 0.03/ms as taken
from the monoexponential fits. Data from the internal
capsule showed a pronounced dependence on gradient
direction with a rapid decrease of signal with diffusion
sensitization alongz, parallel to the largely inferior-to-
superior fiber orientation in the internal capsule. The
ADC measured alongz in the internal capsule was
0.96mm2/ms, nearly twice that measured along thex and
y axes where ADC values of 0.43 and 0.51mm2/ms were
measured, respectively. Figure 7 shows that, when the
range of b-factors was extended by using all three
gradient directions for diffusion sensitization, both decay
curves show pronounced non-monoexponential behavior
well-characterized by the biexponential fits shown as
solid lines. With the biexponential analysis, the fast ADC
component for each curve was approximately 1.2mm2/
ms, substantially higher than that obtained for a single
ADC component usingb-factors less than 2000 s/mm2.

Figure 8 show 3 mm thick contiguous axial slices
through the mid-supratentorial brain region of a healthy
volunteer. The three white boxes in the contiguous slices
define a homogeneous region of the putamen encom-
passing approximately 10� 10� 4 mm3. This region
was interrogated with the line scan diffusion sequence
using 10 mm thick excitation and refocusing pulses and a
receiver bandwidth/no. of frequency encoding steps of

Figure 3. (a) T1-weighted scout image showing a 15 mm
thick axial slice with the tissue column targeted for
interrogation outlined by the white horizontal lines. (b)
Image showing the tissue column at 64 different b-factors
from 5 to 6000 s/mm2 (top-to-bottom). Note the two lipid
bands at both the left and right hand sides arising from
slowly diffusing fatty acids in the marrow (inner band) and
subcutaneous fat in the scalp (outer bands). Note also the
prolongation of signal with b-factor appearing as centrally
located streaks which correspond to the internal capsules
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8/128 to obtain an along-column resolution of ap-
proximately 2 mm. A signal decay curve from the
10� 10� 4 mm3 voxel in the putamen is shown in Fig.
9 along with the baseline noise profile taken from a
region outside of the head. The smooth fit through the
experimental curve made with biexponential fitting
parameters similar to those reported in Table 2 (figure
legend) indicates that partial volume averaging between
either gray/white matter or brain/CSF cannot be respon-
sible for the observed non-monoexponential behavior
that we have consistently observed in these studies using
thicker columns.

DISCUSSION

Routine diffusion imaging of the brain utilizes two or at
most a fewb-factors which are generally restricted to
values under 2000 s/mm2. Brain ADC maps are then
generated assuming a monoexponential decay of signal
with b-factor with values for the ADC parameter in the
human brain reported to be of the order of 1mm2/ms.1–10

In order to account for areas in which anisotropic
diffusion is present, additional images are often acquired
using different directions of the diffusion sensitizing
gradient. In this manner “trace” ADC maps and
anisotropy maps of varying degrees of complexity, up
to and including full diffusion tensor imaging,12 may be
generated.

We refer to the implicit assumption of a monoexpo-
nential signal decay of brain water with increasingb-
factor, coupled with a sensitivity to diffusion gradient
direction, as the ‘standard’ model. Departures from the
standard model have been noted by some investigators
who utilized detailed measurements in the very smallb-
factor regime below 200 s/mm2. Such low b-factor
studies may possibly be used to separate fast ‘perfusion’
and/or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) ADC components from
the more prominent brain water diffusion component
with its smaller ADC.16–18 The ‘perfusion’ component
generally reported in such studies had ADC values
greater than that of pure water at 37°C8 and was much
smaller in amplitude than the primary brain water
component. Although some of the very first few points
of our data may be affected by such a fast ADC
component, the bulk of our measurements were made
over a range ofb-factors in which the effects of a small
water fraction with a high ADC should be negligible.

In the work of Niendorfet al. with in vivo rat brain,
biexponential brain signal decay over theb-factor range
of 10–10000 s/mm2 at a fixed TE of 54 ms was
observed.19 Using a single voxel PRESS technique with
a TE of 54 ms, they reported a fraction for the fast ADC
component of the order of 0.8 and ADC values for the fast
and slow components of approximately 0.8 and 0.2mm2/
ms, respectively. This rat brain data is consistent with our
findings in humans, where we have used a longer echo
time of 175 ms and a more limitedb-factor range up to

Figure 4. Typical signal decay curves from brain tissue and scalp lipids
extracted from data sets such as that shown in Fig. 3(b). The decays from
the two brain voxels (internal capsule and cortex) show de®nite curvature
on the semi-log plot and so are clearly non-monoexponential. These decays
have been ®tted with biexponential functions, as shown by the solid lines
through the data. Scalp lipid decay was ®t with a monoexponential
function (solid line)
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only 6000 s/mm2. Any experimental or systematic errors
which might lead to non-monoexponential signal beha-
vior, possibly from imaging/diffusion gradient cross-

terms or eddy current sources, have been precluded in
either study on the basis of the well-behaved mono-
exponential decays observed in various isotropic solu-
tions (Figs 1 and 2). With the spatial localization
capabilities of the line scan method, we have also
demonstrated that the biexponential behavior is not
restricted to brain tissue in which anisotropic ADC beha-
vior is obvious, as in the internal capsule. Rather, this
type of decay is typical of all the brain voxels studied,
including regions of the cortex where minimal anisotropy
is observed (Fig. 6). Partial volume averaging between
different brain tissues also seems an unlikely candidate
for the explanation of biexponential behavior, as the
results from Figs 8 and 9 demonstrate.

One possibility for two ADC components is water
compartmentation between intra- and extracellular water
pools. In this case it is reasonable to assume that water
molecules within the cells would be associated with the
component having the smaller ADC value as a con-
sequence of interactions with intracellular organelles and

Figure 5. Automated ®tting of brain voxel signal decays with b-factor to biexponetial functions. Shown is the original data (top)
and the biexponential parameters D1, D2, and the fraction A1/(A1� A2) for each 15� 15� 1 mm3 voxel in the brain. The means
and standard deviations for all brain voxels are shown in each case with the two diffusion coef®cients reported in units of mm2/s

Table 2. Intra-individual means and standard devia-
tions (SD) of biexponential parameters D1, D2, and the
fast ADC fraction A1/(A1� A2). This data was evaluated
for each of the eight individuals using more than 125
brain voxels per study, as shown in Fig. 5. The inter-
individual means� SD are provided in the bottom row

Subject D1 (mm2/ms) D2 (mm2/ms) A1/(A1� A2)

1 1.34� 0.22 0.24� 0.09 0.74� 0.10
2 1.19� 0.34 0.25� 0.12 0.74� 0.09
3 1.31� 0.36 0.20� 0.11 0.77� 0.10
4 1.22� 0.60 0.25� 0.12 0.72� 0.13
5 1.42� 0.83 0.24� 0.15 0.73� 0.12
6 1.40� 0.48 0.27� 0.15 0.74� 0.10
7 2.02� 1.18 0.25� 0.09 0.75� 0.13
8 1.32� 0.36 0.28� 0.10 0.73� 0.09
Mean� SD 1.40� 0.26 0.25� 0.03 0.74� 0.02
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membranes. Although difficult to quantify analytically,
diffusive motions which are restricted to cellular dimen-
sions cause significant decreases in measured diffusion
coefficients. As an example, using the analytic expression

for one-dimensional diffusion between impermeable
barriers discussed by Staniszet al.,26 we calculate that
a barrier separation of 10mm would result in a free
diffusion coefficient of 1.5mm2/ms to appear to have an

Figure 6. (a) Brain signal decay with b-factor from a voxel in the cortex
acquired over the more limited b-factor range from 5 to 2000 s/mm2 but
with diffusion sensitization along each spatial axis x, y and z, separately.
Any curvature is dif®cult to detect over this range and the decays have
been ®tted with monoexponential functions (solid lines) with slopes
showing no marked dependence on the direction of the diffusion
sensitization gradients. (b) Brain signal decay with b-factor from a voxel in
the internal capsule acquired over the more limited b-factor range from 5
to 2000 s/mm2 but with diffusion sensitization along each spatial axes x,
y and z, separately. Although any curvature is dif®cult to detect over this
range and the decays have been ®tted with monoexponential functions
(solid lines), the slopes do show a marked dependence on the direction of
the diffusion sensitization gradients, indicating anisotropic diffusion
processes
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extremely small diffusion coefficient of only 0.06mm2/
ms under our measurement conditions. Thus, low
apparent diffusion coefficients similar to that extracted
for the second ADC component of our analyses are not
unreasonably expected for intracellular water. Indeed,
values in the 0.2–0.5mm2/ms range for intracellular
diffusion coefficients have been measured from cell
culture preparations.27 It is tempting therefore, to
associate the high ADC component of our measurement
with an extracellular water population and the small ADC
component with an intracellular water population. A
problem then arises in interpreting the relative volume
fractions of these components. In typical brain voxels
located well outside ventricular spaces, the intracellular
water volume fraction is known to exceed the extra-
cellular and/or interstitial water volume fraction. From
our data and that of Niendorfet al.,19 however, it is the
component with the highest ADC value which also has
the highest volume fraction. This makes the interpreta-
tion of intra- vs extracellular water compartmentation
somewhat problematic, even if one considers the
possibility of water exchange between compartments, a
subject we now discuss in greater detail.

Kargeret al.28 developed an expression for the signal
decay with b-factor from a system consisting of two
compartments with different intrinsic diffusion coeffi-
cients but which are in exchange with one another. The
solution for the decay is biexponential in form, like eq.
(4). However, the apparent diffusion coefficientsD1 and

D2, and the apparent volume fractionsA1 andA2, change
with b-factor. In particular, for a normalized decay in
which A1� A2 = 1 and for which we defineD1> D2,
these parameters read

D1;2 � �Df � Dg � �kfg � kgf �=��G�2�=2�	 �5�
where

2	 � f�Df ÿ Dg � �kfg ÿ kgf �=��G�2�2
� 4kfgkgf=��G�4g1=2 �6�

and

A2 � �gDg � fDf ÿ D1�=�D2ÿ D1� �7�
Here,f andg are the actual volume fractions of the two
pools withf� g = 1, kfg andkgf are the exchange rates in
1/s between the fractions which are constrained by the
steady-state relationshipfkfg = gkgf. Df and Dg are the
intrinsic diffusion coefficients within each compartment.
Only in the absence of exchange will the parameters
extracted experimentally from biexponential fits of signal
intensity vsb-factor directly reflect the intrinsic volume
fractions and diffusion coefficients of each compartment.
In the more general case of exchange these parameters
depend on theb-factor through the gradient strengthG
and the timing variables� andD.

Based on the above formalism, simulations of the
signal decay withb-factor were generated for the same

Figure 7. Shown are the brain signal decays over the full b-factor range
of 5±6000 s/mm2 for the same two brain voxels used for Fig. 6, but using
all three gradients simultaneously (xyz) to obtain the largest b-factors.
Note the decided curvature of the brain signal decays which have been
®tted with biexponential functions (solid lines). The data in this ®gure and
Fig. 6 indicate that the biexponential behavior does not depend on
anisotropic diffusion
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conditions used in our experiments. Figure 10 shows
three such curves, all of which would be difficult to
distinguish experimentally from our data and from each
other given the typical signal variations shown in Fig. 4.
The simulated curves of Fig. 10 arise, however, from
three quite different conditions of the two-site exchange
diffusion model. The curve depicted by the circles was
generated assuming no exchange between compartments
(kfg = 0) and with the diffusion coefficients and fractional
amplitudes taken from the bottom row in Table 1 with
g = 0.74, Dg = 1.4mm2/ms and Df = 0.25mm2/ms. As
mentioned above, this is largely opposite to the volume
fraction/ADC value relationship expected if an inter-
pretation based on intra- vs extracellular water compart-
mentation in brain tissue is to be made. It is possible,
however, that the intracellular pool is more heavilyT2-
weighted than the extracellular pool at the longTEof 175
ms, thereby appearing as a much smaller fraction. One
can reverse the order of the volume fractions, setting
f = 0.74, and keepDf as the lower ADC value of
0.25mm2/ms, turn on an exchange rate from thef pool
to theg pool of 10/s and obtain the curve represented by
the stars in Fig. 10. As may be seen there is only a subtle
difference between this curve (stars) and that obtained for
the case of no exchange (circles) and so this curve too
would nicely characterize the data. However, in order to
make the latter curve acceptable, the larger of the two
ADC values was raised to 4.4mm2/ms, approximately 1.5
times the diffusion coefficient of pure water at 37°C.8

The exchange rate of 10/s corresponds to an average
intracellular water molecule lifetime of 100 ms and
seems quite reasonable based on red cell water perme-
ability studies.29,30 However, within the confines of a
simple two-site exchange diffusion model, forcing the
volume fractions, rank order of ADC values, and
exchange rates to fit with an intra- vs extracellular
interpretation resulted in an unacceptably large value for
the extracellular diffusion coefficient. The third curve in
Fig. 10 (crosses) was generated by keeping the volume
fractions at 0.74 and 0.26 for the fast and slow ADC
components,g and f, respectively. The fast ADC value
was left at 1.4mm2/ms, as obtained from the biexponen-
tial fits, but the slower ADC value was lowered to a value
of 0.07mm2/ms and the exchange rate was left as
kfg = 10/s. This model, also quite acceptable from a data
characterization standard, implies a pool with a very slow
diffusion coefficient in exchange with a larger pool
having a fast diffusion coefficient. An interpretation of
‘free’ vs ‘bound’ water seems tenable for this particular
set of exchange parameters, as discussed in greater detail
by Assaf and Cohen who utilized2H NMR based
diffusion measurements to detect different water popula-
tions in excised brain tissue.31

Although we have offered several possible interpreta-
tions for our findings of non-monoexponential signal
behavior with increasingb-factor from brain tissue, it is
apparent that further modeling and experimentation will

Figure 8. Contiguous axial 3 mm thick T2-weighted fast
spin-echo images (TR/TE/ETL = 2000/85/8) of the brain of a
healthy volunteer in which a box outlines the region in the
putamen (10� 10� 4 mm2 voxel size) from which the
diffusion decay curve in Fig. 9 was extracted
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be required before conclusive interpretations become
possible. Effects of exchange, restricted diffusion,
anisotropy and intrinsic compartmental diffusion coeffi-

cients undoubtedly all play roles in the signal decay over
extendedb-factor ranges, like those used in this study.
More complicated models which incorporate these

Figure 9. Signal decay with b-factor extracted from the voxel indicated in
Fig. 8 encompassing pure putamen tissue. Also shown is the baseline noise
measurement from the same scan and a solid line ®t to the data with a
biexponential function with parameters similar to those reported in Table 1
[D1 = 0.79 mm2/ms, D2 = 0.19 mm2/ms, A1/(A1� A2) = 0.72]

Figure 10. Simulated signal decay curves with b-factor generated under condi-
tions mimicking our in vivo experiments on the clinical scanner. The three decay
curves shown are for three different sets of possible parameters of the two-site
exchange diffusion model (see text for details), but would all accommodate the
data within the available signal-to-noise levels
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effects, like that introduced by Staniszet al. in modeling
diffusion behavior in excised optic nerve,26 should be
considered. In the brain, relatively specific increases in
extracellular water (e.g. hyponatremia) or intracellular
water (e.g. ischemia) may provide direct tests of
proposed modeling schemes.

Equally important to any biophysical interpretations of
our data, however, is the increased empirical character-
ization of tissue water diffusion afforded by performing
multiple b-factor measurements over an extendedb-
factor range. Biexponential characterization of the
resulting signal decay appears to be quite robust, as
shown above. The line scan format is well suited to
performing such measurements in reasonable scan times
and may readily be extended to cover greater volumes
with no increase in scan time using non-orthogonal slice
selective RF pulses.9,10 The manner in which the
biexponential parameters measured over the extended
b-factor range respond to pathologies such as stroke,
tumor or white matter diseases may offer unique insights
for diagnosis and monitoring therapy.
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